Travelling with style
You prefer to travel the simple, classical way?
If so, you will love the new HENK Wallstreet OverNighter –
Perfect for a short trip or as your daily companion.
Safe, soft & smart
With its compact dimensions (36 x 44 x 17 cm), the HENK Wallstreet
OverNighter is perfect for traveling by plane, car or train. And, with its new,
ergonomic shoulder strap, you can dive into the urban jungle also by bike.
Finest materials
The main body of the HENK Wallstreet OveNnighter is made of soft and extremely supple nappa leather. Each bag is handmade in Germany and you
have a maximum of choices to personalize it to your style. You can choose
out of a range of 24 colors or your individual color. Also you can have your
logo or monogram on it.
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Perfection in the detail
The ergonomic shoulder strap, thanks to its padding, relieves
the sensitive shoulder area. It guarantees a comfortable fit,
even when carried over long distances with a fully loaded bag.
In addition, the shoulder strap is lined with Alcantara® on the
inner-side and thus prevents any slipping.
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Tested by road warriors
Everything you need on the road has its place and is easily accessible. The
bag has an integrated padded laptop compartment (up to 17“ laptops),
plenty of space for your changeover including a pair of shoes!
And since one always brings back more than expected, when travelling, we
have integrated a removable garment bag. It is attached by velcro to the
inner-bottom and can be used, for example to separate dirty from clean
laundry, or removed and carried separately.
Finest materials also for the interior
The bottom and the padded laptop compartment
are made of hand-woven horse hair. A natural
material, which is made for us in traditional
handwork. The lining is made of particularly durable and water-repellent fabric.
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Padded laptop compartment

Integrated, removable garment bag
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Ready for daily use in today‘s world
In the front pocket you can find, among
other things, space for: charging cables,
headphones, adapters, credit and business
cards, passport, 2 pens, a key ring for your
keys and much more. Since we know from
our own experience that ergonomics and
functionality are very important in a confined space, we have designed the card
and pencil holder to be flexible.
This is especially helpful
when the bag is full.
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Clever details, you won‘t miss
A compartment opening, which can be opened by means of a zipper,
offers space for drinks bottles or a small umbrella.
The soft but highly stress-resistant underbody of knobbed leather
protects against moisture and is particularly non-slip.
Solid carabiner withstand large loads.
And not to forget, all zippers are made by RiRi® from Switzerland –
the best quality available!
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Personalization options:

Outside:
Logo or monogram
embossed or embroidered
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sealing strip:
body color

General:
body color
contrast stitching

Standard colors*:
01 white

06 grigio

11 cobalt

16 chestnut

21 lavender

02 new crema

07 black

12 lightblue

17 cognac

22 fuchsia

03 beige

08 anthracite

13 bottle

18 nature

23 fire

04 sand

09 pearl

14 liane

19 mimosa

24 blood

05 smoke

10 marine

15 grass

20 papaya

*Please note that due to printing reasons, the colors shown here may deviate from the actual colors.
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Individual

You can naturally also style your HENK Wallstreet OverNighter according to your own personal preferences
– from the choice of color, the application of logos or personal monograms, all the way to the color of the
stitches. Explore all the options with our configurator at www.henk.com.
We can produce your personalized Wallstreet OverNighter within a few weeks!
Options:
1 - Main body:
Leather & Color of leather,
contrast stitching

3 - Sealing strip:
Color of leather

2 - Front:
Monogram/logo:
embossed, embroidered

4 - Back:
Monogram/logo:
embossed, embroidered
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Prices (excluding VAT, exclusive shipping):
HENK Wallstreet OverNighter 3.200€
Options:
Personalized color
on request
Name/logo embossed front, back or flap
+ 120€
Name/logo embroidered front or back
+ o.r.
Name/logo embroidered on flap
+ o.r.

Monogram letter (max. 5):
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Monogram embossed front, back or flap
Contrast stitching

+ 60€
+ 50€

your color choice*:
Main body

Contrast stitching

Embroidered monogram
*Please enter color number.

Options*:
Personalized leather color
Name/logo embossed front
Name/logo embossed back
Name/logo embroidered front
Name/logo embroidered back
Name/logo embossed on flap
Name/logo embroidered on flap

Monogram embossed front
Monogram embossed back
Monogram on flap
Contrast stitching

*Please tick your choice
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HENK DE.LUXE GmbH
Otto-Heilmann-Str. 17
82031 Grünwald/Germany
FON: +49 (0)89 4520 674 27
FAX: +49 (0)89 4520 674 26
eMail: info@HENK.com

.com
HENK® is an international registered trademark of HENK B.V.

